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‘An Offence We Could All Do With Learning More About’: Identifying and Responding to Coercion in Intimate Partner Relationships

Key Findings Summary Report
In the past decade, significant strides have been made in the criminal law’s recognition of, and capacity to respond to, harms arising in the context of domestic abuse that do not fall within existing frameworks for criminalising physical or sexual violence. In a move that has been advocated by many domestic abuse specialists for some time (Scott, 2020), legislation has been passed that creates the potential for a more holistic legal understanding of the dynamics of abusive behaviour. Such legislation targets, in particular, the patterns of coercion and control - often manifest through forms of emotional abuse, financial control, or orchestrated surveillance or social isolation - that operate within intimate relationships to cement, support and even supplant the use by perpetrators of physically aggressive or sexual violence.

In England and Wales, the legal framework for recognising such coercive control was initiated via s. 76 of the Serious Crimes Act 2015 (hereafter ‘SCA’), which established an offence where a person (i) repeatedly or continuously engages in behaviour towards another to whom they are personally connected that is controlling or coercive, (ii) that behaviour had a serious effect on the other person such that it caused them serious alarm or distress having a substantial adverse effect on their daily activities or causing them to fear on at least two occasions that violence would be used against them, and (iii) the perpetrator knew, or ought to have known, that the behaviour would have this serious effect on the person to whom it was directed.

Though investigative and prosecutorial backlogs have impacted on the justice journeys of domestic abuse survivors substantially during and beyond the Covid-19 pandemic (Nott, 2022; Scottish Government, 2023), there is evidence of growing utilisation of this offence since its implementation. The police in England and Wales recorded 35,954 s. 76 offences in the year ending March 2021, compared with 24,856 the previous year (ONS, 2021); a significant leap from a total of 4,246 in 2016/17 (ONS, 2017). In contrast, the number of prosecutions, whilst growing, remains low (ONS, 2019). The charging rate for domestic abuse generally has been decreasing year on year, with a total of 54,515 offences charged in the year ending March 2021 (ONS, 2021). Indeed, a recent review of the s. 76 offence carried out by the Home Office showed that, while the numbers of prosecutions for coercive control have been increasing year on year, as a proportion of all domestic abuse charges, they continue to represent only a small share, and the majority of such offences are finalised for ‘evidential difficulties’ (86%). This reflects a rate even higher than that for other ‘domestic abuse’ related offending (78%), which has also been noted to be problematic (Home Office, 2021).

Thus, whilst the growth in police recording and prosecution of the s. 76 offence suggests a positive trend towards greater recognition of the offence, justifiable concerns remain regarding its relatively low usage in the wider context of the vast volume of domestic abuse related incidents reported to police in England and Wales (Barlow et al, 2020). Further, Robinson et al (2018) have documented ongoing difficulties both with the appropriateness of risk assessment tools as well as with the attitudes of frontline police officers who utilise those tools, which they conclude are likely to continue to undermine the potential of the s76 offence. Similarly, Barlow et al (2020) have noted that extra training and resourcing is needed to ensure the effective identification of these offences by police, with the development in particular of a gender-sensitive understanding of the harms and behaviours involved being required. In addition, others have raised concerns about potentially significant challenges encountered at the prosecution stage, in particular, because the model of repeated and continuous controlling or coercive behaviour envisaged in this legislation is often an unfamiliar one for those who argue, judge and decide such cases (Bettinson & Robson, 2020).
Meanwhile, in Scotland, the Domestic Abuse Scotland Act 2018 (hereafter ‘DASA’) adopted a somewhat different approach to the framing of an offence designed to address these complex forms of non-physical and emotional abuse. While section 76 was designed with a view to capturing behaviour that was not already covered by existing criminal laws in England and Wales (Weiner, 2020; 2023), the DASA provisions aimed to take a more holistic approach, creating a bespoke offence that targeted the wrongdoing at the heart of domestic abuse, including - where necessary - behaviours that were already criminalised under existing offences (Burman & Brooks-Hay, 2018). The DASA offence is designed to place the emphasis on the behaviour of the accused rather than on the severity of its effects upon the victim, and it targets only partner or ex-partner relationships rather than wider family relationships (Cairns, 2017; Cairns and Callander, 2022). Thus, section 1 DASA creates an offence where a person (i) engages in a course of behaviour which is abusive to a partner or ex-partner, (ii) they intend or are reckless as to whether that behaviour will cause physical or psychological harm, and (iii) a reasonable person would consider the behaviour likely to cause such harm to the recipient. It defines ‘abusive behaviour’ as that which is violent, threatening or intimidating, or which has, or would reasonably be understood to have, as one of its purposes making the recipient dependent on or subordinate to the perpetrator, isolating the recipient from sources of support, controlling or regulating their daily activities, depriving or restricting their freedom of action, or otherwise frightening, degrading, humiliating or punishing them.

Even more so than its counterpart in England and Wales, the conjunction in timing between the implementation of DASA and the Covid-19 pandemic has complicated the ability to properly evaluate its uptake and outcomes to date (Scottish Government, 2023). In 2021/2, there were 33,425 charges reported by police to the Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service with a domestic abuse identifier. This reflects a 9% increase on the previous year, with a pattern over the past decade of increasing referral to solemn (jury) trial rather than summary (sheriff) level (from 10% in 2013/14 to 20% of cases in 2020/21). The vast majority of these offences remain, however, for Breach of the Peace, Common Assault or Crimes against Public Justice, with only 1,581 involving charges under s. 1 of DASA in 2020/21 (1,496 of which proceeded to court, and in 31% of cases those charges were heard at solemn level via a jury trial) (Scottish Government, 2021). While the effects on recording, prosecution and conviction are yet to be determined, then, one thing that is clear is that the roll-out of the offence in Scotland involved a more substantial investment in professional training and public education than in England and Wales. As we discuss below, in a context in which the positive impact of specialist training has been documented (Brennan et al, 2021), this in itself matters.
The Present Study: Aims & Methods

Against the backdrop of these recent and potentially ground-breaking legislative developments in both jurisdictions, the aim of this project was to explore the ‘on the ground’ experience of their implementation, with a view to learning lessons within and across jurisdictions in terms of the framing of offences, investigative and trial process, and wider training and education around the complexities and harms of domestic abuse. We also set out in this study to probe, and reflect upon, the potential precarity of the more contextual understandings of coercive control that these legislative reforms were intended to bolster. In particular, we sought to juxtapose experience in relation to implementation of these offences with that arising in situations where coercive control prompts victims to themselves commit criminal offences (including, but not limited to, assaults arising from ‘violent resistance’) or take their own lives. Our hypothesis was that perceptions amongst participants regarding those latter actions, the agency with which they were undertaken, and how they ought to be responded to, might open up more challenging understandings of coercive control’s effects.

To explore these issues, from mid- to late-2021, we undertook a series of semi-structured interviews with professional stakeholders, which we triangulated with a review of existing academic and policy literature regarding the background to and implementation of section 76 SCA and section 1 DASA respectively. Interviews were conducted with the approval of gatekeepers in relevant police force areas, the Crown Office, Magistrates Association and College of Justice, and completed in accordance with ethical approval granted by the University of Warwick Humanities and Social Sciences Research Ethics Committee. All of the interviews were recorded, transcribed and coded for subsequent qualitative analysis using Nvivo. In total, as illustrated in the table below, we spoke with 20 participants in Scotland (comprised of 5 Police Scotland officers, 6 Crown Office Prosecutors, 6 Sheriffs, and 3 Third Sector DA Specialists) and 25 participants in England & Wales (comprised of 12 Police Officers across 2 force areas, 7 Magistrates, and 6 Third Sector DA Specialists or campaigners). Access was also requested to interview Crown Prosecution Service colleagues in England and Wales, but the delay on obtaining approvals meant that it was not possible in the present study. Participants had a range of experience and were recruited across a diverse geographical area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder Group</th>
<th>Scotland</th>
<th>England &amp; Wales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosecutors</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judicial</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Sector</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>20</strong></td>
<td><strong>25</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this Key Findings Summary, we highlight data and reflections across three substantive themes: (1) the challenges and opportunities encountered in identifying, and defining within legislation, the scale and complexity of the harms associated with domestic abuse; (2) the challenges and opportunities encountered in successfully evidencing and prosecuting coercive control offences; and (3) the challenges and opportunities encountered in acknowledging coercive control and its effects where victims commit crime or take their lives.
Interviews with police officers, across both jurisdictions, revealed that most thought that there had been significant changes in attitudes and approaches to policing domestic abuse in the past decade, and particularly in the period of time since the new offences had been introduced. Many officers of longstanding experience commented upon how differently domestic abuse was conceptualised and treated now, in comparison to when they joined their forces a decade or more prior. This was encapsulated in the words of one officer:

'As a young PC attending domestic abuse cases back in 98, I think it wasn’t really, I mean it wasn’t, you know, it wasn’t glossed over but it wasn’t considered as serious as it is now….So, you can attend a job and, you know, the door was answered by a victim, who may have some injuries, doesn’t want to do anything about it. You recorded the details and generally, you just left that house with the perpetrator and the victim still in the home…. [T]hankfully, things have changed’ (Police 5).

In general, this shift in attitude and approach within policing was also acknowledged across other criminal justice professionals. Scottish prosecutors reflected, for example, on the way that policing had changed; with greater recognition of the seriousness of domestic abuse and the different forms that it can take. They spoke of improvements in police identification of domestic abuse, and also reflected on changed attitudes amongst prosecutors themselves. As one interviewee with many years’ experience in the Procurator Fiscal’s Office commented:

'I’m old enough now to still remember actively hearing people say the horrible line, it’s just a domestic, you know, that sort of trope, I’m old enough for that. But I’m glad to say that it’s moved on massively between then and now, it’s like night and day…’ (Prosecutor 3)

The judiciary too expressed the view that there had been significant developments in professional understanding. One Sheriff observed, for example, that he had no doubt that harms now rightly identified under DASA as abusive had been neglected or not understood in the past, and he welcomed the more accurate ‘labelling’ that was now available in legislation:

'For the last twenty five years, I dare say more even, I’ve been dealing with coercive controllers, although it’s relatively recently that that phrase has entered my consciousness, but they’re the same manipulative, unpleasant so and so’s as they’ve always been’ (SHER 1).

Interviewees were asked what they thought were the key drivers in this shift in professional attitudes and approaches. Many attributed it directly to the change in the law. Prosecutors and judges alike often reflected that they felt the substantive criminal law had been a significant barrier to them identifying and responding to non-physical abuse prior to the introduction of specific legislation creating the offences of coercive and controlling behaviour. Thus, one interviewee, who had experience as both a prosecutor and a judge, commented:

‘And certainly, over my working life, the approach … has changed quite dramatically,… because a lot of the behaviours that underline how we look at coercive control at the moment, prior to the enactment of things like the Domestic Abuse Scotland Act and so on, that sort of controlling, psychological, manipulation, although it was always there, wasn’t really something that the criminal law could tackle’ (SHER 1).

Allied with changes in the law, many respondents also highlighted the importance of good training on domestic abuse in driving change in understanding and identification amongst justice professionals. However, it was evident from the responses that police officers across jurisdictions had variable experiences of training and not all felt that the training they had received was adequate. More specifically, in England and Wales, some officers reported
that they had only received online training on the changes under the SCA. They questioned the utility of that, sometimes feeling the need to supplement it by their own independent learning. As one put it:

‘Just to brief us about the offences, what sort of things to look for. So, like the pattern of assaults and what have you…so that was pretty much blanket training for all officers. Apart from that, I’m struggling to think of any times I’ve had specific training about control and coercive, to be honest’ (Police 3).

Meanwhile, Police Scotland participants tended to talk more confidently about building coercive control cases, mapped to training they received prior to DASA’s implementation. There was evidence of good practice in both jurisdictions – with one officer in an English force explaining, for example, that her leading a case to a successful outcome through effective evidence gathering had provided a model for other officers in the unit to follow (Police 9). However, given that the officers we spoke to were typically positioned in specialist domestic abuse units, the fact that concerns were expressed about the limited nature of their training on the section 76 offence in particular is undoubtedly concerning. There are issues here, of course, about the ambition of training programmes and their mode of delivery, and the scale of roll-out may be particularly challenging in the English and Welsh context given the large number of police forces who operate semi-autonomously. In the context of domestic abuse training, however, Brennan et al (2021) examined the impact of including an element of face-to-face learning, and concluded that this was more effective than e-learning modules. The benefits in the short term seemed to include an increase in arrests. However, the researchers also concluded that the effectiveness of the face-to-face training in this respect appeared to wane after a period of around eight months when the initial increase in arrest rates began to decline. This may underscore the need for an ongoing programme of face-to-face training.

Some of the police officers interviewed in this study had received the Domestic Abuse Matters training that was the subject of evaluation by Brennan et al (2021), and likewise reflected positively on it. PSCOT 2 believed that police evidence gathering in domestic abuse cases had improved because the DAM training was effective. Others felt that it has its limitations, but situated that reflection in a broader context of being somewhat more circumspect about the motivations behind training initiatives, suggesting they tend to be introduced in response to criticism rather than as part of an integrated programme of professional development:

‘It’s a standard process within all police organisations, well most organisations. When you get criticised around something, you try and put something in place to prevent that, which is what we should be doing. So, you know, there are cycles. … and now it’s DA Matters, which I think is really good. But it’s not long enough, I think it’s a day’s input, you know, and you can’t really learn, you can’t learn domestic abuse in a training course anyway. I think you have to, you have to live and breathe it, I think, for many years before you can, I mean, like I say, I’ve been working for thirteen years as a specialist within domestic abuse and I don’t know it. It’s so complex, isn’t it?’ (Police 5)

This interviewee is right, of course, to reflect on the limits of what can be achieved in any training programme and the importance alongside such training of ‘on the job’ experience. At the same time, there is little doubt that some training is better than none (Bettinson, Munro & Burton 2023, forthcoming). That more training was needed, at both policing and prosecutorial level in England and Wales, was expressed by several police interviewees. As Police 2 put it, ‘it’s an offence we could all do with learning a bit more about.’ Without that training, they cautioned, that there were likely to be significant gaps in police understanding of charging standards and thresholds:
‘Certainly, we didn’t really get very much or any...coercive control training. I think we’ve just learnt on the job what it is. So, yes, there’s going to be massive disparity between what officers may deem and what I would deem, like I do a lot of my own research because I’m quite sad’ (Police 2)

Though views in relation to the adequacy of training were thus mixed amongst police officers, the prosecutors we interviewed – whom, it is important to recall were based exclusively in Scotland – had received mandatory training before they could undertake domestic abuse trials. They felt they had generally received adequate training on the new DASA offences, and domestic abuse more broadly (Prosecutor 6). The participation of specialist organisations such as Scottish Women’s Aid and Assist were considered to be particularly useful here: ‘The training we’ve had has been so eye opening...inputs from [Victim’s groups] ... just go to help inform me as a male, someone who’s been fortunate enough not to have grown up in an environment of domestic abuse’ (Prosecutor 3).

The extent and value of voluntary organisations’ contribution to the training of prosecutors was also highlighted by Prosecutor 1 who explained that ‘part of our training now involves actually spending a half day with a victim support service as they help victims.’

Whilst we were unable in this study to access the views of prosecutors in England and Wales and learn about their experiences of training, it is worth noting that previous researchers have raised concern about the level of training they receive, and suggested that further improvements are required (Bishop and Bettinson, 2018; Porter, 2019).

Police in England and Wales were more sceptical, however, about whether judges and magistrates received adequate training, and were clear in their views that there was need for more judicial understanding. On the whole, interviews with magistrates confirmed that this cohort were lagging behind in the training they received. Some magistrates sat in both the family and criminal courts and felt their experience across both jurisdictions gave them greater insight into the dynamics of abuse (MAG 6). However, even some magistrates sitting in specialist domestic abuse courts could not recall having any specific training on the section 76 coercive control offence. For others, though they had received some training, MAG 1 said: ‘I think there would be quite a large swathe of magistrates, who would struggle to articulate what [coercive control] was from any kind of knowledge base.’

This is an important gap in the implementation of the new offence in England and Wales. Even with the most effective training in place in the early stages of the process, the objectives of the legislation are unlikely to be met if there is insufficient understanding of coercive control amongst decision-makers at court. Lack of understanding amongst the judiciary and juries can be frustrating for police and prosecutors as they anticipate cases failing at the later stages of the process, impacting their motivation in pursuing investigations (Brennan et al: 11).

This lack of understanding was also noted by prosecutors in Scotland, some of whom felt that judicial and juror appreciation of the dynamics of domestic abuse were lagging behind.

Whilst Sheriffs in Scotland have received training provided by Scottish Women’s Aid, arguably placing them in a better position than the judiciary in England and Wales, there were ongoing concerns raised by interviewees about whether this knowledge was translating fully into the day to day practices and decision-making of the courts. As one Procurator Fiscal put it:
‘What is frustrating is some of the language from the bench, some of the language from defence solicitors, is still the language of twenty years ago … And so, I’m not entirely convinced that judicial training, if it’s mandatory, is effective. That may change as the generations of sheriffs are replaced’ (Prosecutor 2).

Whilst this might seem, at first sight, like police and prosecutors shifting responsibility to other decision makers in the process, it is important to note that there was also a high level of acknowledgment by participants that all the various parts of the criminal justice system had more to do in terms of keeping abreast of developments and refreshing their understanding of how to respond to domestic abuse. This was encapsulated in a quote from one prosecutor:

‘Refresher training, absolutely refresher training, so often organisations will, and it has to be judges, lawyers, both sides, police, not just, I’ve been on a course, tick box once and that’s it, I now know all about this. Our understanding continues to grow all the time, let’s just keep updating it and try and say, as part of the courses, this isn’t the end, this is not the end. You’re not sufficiently skilled, this is going to be part of the process, you go through it and keep expecting more training and keep wanting it and keep asking for more, keep trying to understand’ (Prosecutor 3).

Even with adequate and ongoing training to identify domestic abuse, many of the professionals we interviewed noted difficulties of recognising coercive control, and distinguishing that from the ‘ebb and flow’ of an ‘ordinary’ non-abusive relationship. The notion that all relationships exist on a continuum has been written about extensively. Bettinson and Bishop (2015) have argued, for example, that controlling behaviour may be difficult to discern because it falls at the ‘extreme end of a spectrum’ that exists in ‘normal’ relationships, whilst Herring (2020) has observed that all relationships contain elements of control. This can make it hard for justice professionals to identify the relevant ‘tipping’ point.

Across our interviews, police and prosecutors expressed an element of uncertainty around ‘acceptable’ behaviour, and reflected on the ways in which this can make it more difficult to convince judges and jurors to recognise conduct as coercive and controlling. Conversely, some interviewees also relied on the existence of this spectrum to suggest that too liberal an interpretation may be apt to encourage people to claim to have been victims of domestic abuse erroneously. One prosecutor commented, for example, that being over-zealous in prosecutions does ‘no favours’ since

‘there is a human element to everything; and everyone’s had an argument with their partner and it doesn’t mean that it’s a domestic abuse situation and it doesn’t mean it’s likely to become one’ (Prosecutor 6).

Meanwhile, a police officer we interviewed commented that people may say that they are being controlled every day, but really they are

‘complaining that they don’t have the freedom to do what they want because they are in a relationship … at the end of the day… you may have responsibilities and you can’t just dump things and run off and go out with your mates or whatever all the time’ (Police 7).

On the one hand, these comments indicate that justice professionals are alert to the difficulties of distinguishing between ‘compromises’ to make a relationship function and control. On the other hand, however, the tone of this last comment in particular underscores the importance of embedding training to ensure such assessments are not made flippantly or without adequate regard to the wider context of the relationship and an exploration of
the consequences of not complying with restrictions upon freedom (Myhill et al, 2022).

In this context, it is worth noting that there is a defence in s.76(8) of the SCA which allows, in relation to certain types of behaviour, the accused to argue they were acting in the best interests of the victim, and that the behaviour was ‘reasonable’. Section 6 DASA has an equivalent, albeit less generous defence of reasonableness, related to whether the alleged behaviour can be described as abusive. The potential for abuse of such defences was highlighted at the time of enactment (Bettinson, 2016), and the suggestion that the alleged perpetrator was ‘doing something nice’ or ‘looking after’ the victim was discussed by several interviewees. Again, it was observed that this could make it difficult to identify coercive controlling behaviour, or certainly to evidence its existence in ways that jurors could be relied upon to conclude that the behaviour was unacceptable. One Sheriff observed, for example:

‘You know, he bought flowers every Friday, isn’t he lovely, isn’t he lovely, but then when you set it against umpteen other weird and wonderful things that are occurring over that period, it suddenly doesn’t sound so lovely anymore. But if you said to somebody, oh he buys her flowers all the time, it’s hard to see how that’s a bad thing; but it can be, depending on the context, or … turning up at somebody’s work with a furry teddy bear, it’s either very sweet or downright sinister, depending on the background circumstances’ (SHER 1).

Isolating victims from their friends and family, and monitoring their movements, were seen by interviewees as more obvious examples of coercive and controlling behaviour, but other types of behaviour were viewed, by some, as harder to identify. Financial control was often given here as a particular example. Though it might be easier to evidence financial abuse, because it can be documented through bank records and other paper / electronic trails, it was emphasised that it was the context of that evidence which was significant. Division of responsibilities in ‘ordinary’ relationships might lead to one partner having control over money: and as one police officer observed,

‘controlling finances in a relationship is not criminal, it can be part of a normal relationship… behaviour which impacts on the victim so that they are no longer recognisable to family and friends as the person they used to be, that is criminal, but taking charge of finances is not CC’ (Police 8).

These concerns regarding accurate identification of contexts of coercive control by professionals, as well as by the parties to the relationship themselves, also related to wider themes raised in interviews regarding the adequacy of public understanding of domestic abuse. In general, interviewees agreed there had been some important evolution in this respect, but felt that public understanding was often still lagging behind and that this was an obstacle to reporting and obtaining convictions. It was suggested that the public may be more aware of coercive control in Scotland due to targeted campaigns around the new offence. As one prosecutor put it,

‘I think the coercive control provisions, where they are publicised and where there are good information campaigns behind them, I think they do have the potential to change attitudes towards how complainers are viewed and hopefully to erode, to an extent, the ‘why did you not just leave’ narrative’ (Prosecutor 2).

Meanwhile, in England and Wales, where there were no such targeted campaigns when the section 76 offence was created, many respondents identified instead the inclusion of storylines in popular TV and radio shows, including ‘Coronation Street’ or ‘The Archers’, which they anticipated would have had some impact on public attitudes, thereby also increasing awareness of coercive control.
Broadly, participants remained of the view, however, that there was much more work to be done on informing the public about the nature of coercive control, and indeed that victims themselves would benefit from such campaigns because this was an obstacle to them identifying and reporting abuse that they were experiencing. As one Sheriff put it,

‘I think society needs to understand a bit more that it’s not charming to pursue somebody who’s made it very clear that they’re not interested ... that’s not being romantic, that’s being creepy, and that’s a societal change. I think it will take a while until the general public maybe catch up with all of that, and for individuals to appreciate what they’re experiencing may not be right’ (SHER 1).

Likewise, a police officer reflected on the intersection between public and victim understanding, noting that victims will often still downplay non-physical aspects of their experiences, and may not instinctively bring them to police attention:

‘There’s times I’ve had victims that have reported assault and when I explain that this may be more appropriate to be dealt with as controlling and coercive behaviour, they don’t know what it is’ (Police 5).
With the introduction of new offences in both jurisdictions that focused on patterns of behaviour rather than single incidents, challenges and opportunities for investigating coercive and controlling behaviour were anticipated (Bishop and Bettinson, 2018). In England, the section 76 offence requires evidence of continuous or repeated behaviour. In Scotland, section 1 DASA requires the accused to engage in behaviour which is reflective of the course of conduct element found, for example, in section 38 Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010. Statutory guidance is provided for the SCA explaining what coercive control consists of and the forms that evidence can take in such cases (HO, 2015), whereas - as noted above - section 2 of DASA details in the body of the legislation what is to amount to abusive behaviour. In England and Wales, prosecutions can proceed on the basis that both the merits and public interest elements of the Full Code Test are satisfied. Though this requires evaluation of the weight of evidence, it lacks the formal corroboration requirements that remain in Scotland, whereby the core aspects of the charge must be proved by two independent sources of evidence (Davidson and Ferguson, 2014). The case of CA v HMA [2022] HCJAC 33 has determined that, provided that there is a unity of purpose in the behaviour and at least two incidents of abusive behaviour are corroborated, the remaining abusive behaviour that forms the course of conduct does not require corroboration.

Regardless of these definitional and structural differences, one shared experience across jurisdictions, in respect to evidencing and prosecuting the new coercive control offences, has been that the need to establish a pattern of behaviour has led to lengthier and often more complex investigations (Bettinson, Munro and Burton 2023, forthcoming). Police officers in England and Wales, in particular, reflected on this with a level of concern and even frustration regarding the resource investment involved. As one put it, the section 76 offence is ‘so difficult to prove because you need so much evidence’ (Police 3).

In the same vein, another said that building a coercive control case is ‘very in depth, you have to go looking back months, years, build a lot of evidence in various things, and there’s just no way officers have the time to be able to put those kind of cases together’ (Police 10).

The same officer explained, therefore, that when the Crown Prosecution Service asked police to investigate a coercive control case, ‘it brought about a hell of a lot more work to try and build it ready for trial.’

Frustration at this was compounded by the belief that the additional work was not always a good use of officers’ time: ‘you have a very large case file with an awful lot of material, for then what ends up being treated in the courts as not the most serious of offences’ (Police 11).

And it was this combination of intensive resource requirements and prospectively low sentencing outcomes which another officer indicated lay behind why the offence was - in their opinion - currently ‘underused’ (Police 3) (See also Myhill et al, 2022).

Given the increased workload that participants believed coercive control cases involved, it is perhaps unsurprising that resources were mentioned as a key inhibitor to conducting large-scale investigations. In England, there was a strong consensus that there were just not enough time and resource available to officers to do more and this was also voiced by other professionals including frontline domestic abuse organisations and the magistrates:

‘when it comes to the bobby on the beat it’s a case of resources, it’s a case of time’ (MAG 6).

1 https://www.cps.gov.uk/publication/code-crown-prosecutors
In Scotland, by contrast, officers seemed more comfortable with having the time needed to run these investigations, with one Prosecutor also noting that, in their assessment, the policing resources needed to continue were generally available (Prosecutor 2). However, it became clear that what the officers meant was that their specialist units were often well resourced, and not all of Police Scotland would have the same time available (PSCOT 5), a point also highlighted by HMICS (2023).

In both jurisdictions, frontline officers were not considered to have sufficient time and resources available, and were thought to be lacking the skills to properly respond to coercive control cases. For example, one police officer in England commented on good practice within specialist units but noted that the ‘pace of change on the ground is slower’ (Police 7).

This is regretful, albeit understandable, because where officers are not knowledgeable about domestic abuse, cases may be dropped or never properly identified, leaving victims at risk.

Police officers in Scotland also commented upon the complexity and increased scale of their investigations under DASA. As one put it,

‘our inquiries have become much bigger than they would have been a few years ago because you’re looking to speak to more people if you can … just any small thing they may have noticed’ (PSCOT 2).

Corroboration was not, however, seen as a particular ‘stumbling block’ (PSCOT 5) in this context, and in fact some officers reflected that the shift under DASA had perhaps been less challenging for them than their English and Welsh counterparts precisely because officers were already accustomed to looking for corroborating evidence. As one put it,

‘it does make our job a lot easier… Predominantly, our investigations are taking about six months to complete, [in part]…because we’re looking to try and get every little piece of information we can to make our investigation as tight and as solid as possible,… and report that all to the Procurator Fiscal for them to just have a full picture of what has happened’ (PSCOT 4).

This prior investigative practice, together with the fact that section 1 of DASA is intended to be viewed as a serious offence with a maximum penalty of 14 years’ imprisonment, was likely to lie behind the fact that, notwithstanding reminiscent resourcing concerns, the Scottish police officers spoke with less frustration about case-building.

To build cases of coercive control, investigators are required to gather a wide range of different kinds of evidence. The type most frequently referred to was third party evidence: family, friends, work colleagues and GPs, followed by text messages. Scottish participants, in particular, talked about the benefits of information that attested to changes in the victim’s day to day activities, with examples given including calling friends or family less frequently, or being dropped off and picked up from work, when previously that wasn’t the case.

Participants also indicated that a significant number of cases now include evidence contained in text messages, whether between the parties or from the victim to others. One Magistrate noted, for example, that they had not seen so many text messages ‘in all my life as in these last two years’ (MAG 6).

The usefulness of such evidence was explained by SHER 1:

‘we get these great chunks of conversations between partners and ex-partners that starts out
However, as has been well-documented also in respect of sexual offences, collecting such information from victims’ phones can be distressing and inconvenient especially if the process is lengthy (HM Government, 2021, 8; HMICS, 2023). If this is not to act as a barrier to victims’ support of investigations, use of such material must be sensitive and proportionate.

Another source of evidence that was often pointed to by participants was the testimony of prior partners of the accused, which could be drawn upon to establish a pattern of abuse. Though this could provide powerful confirmation of the victim’s account, Scottish officers, in particular, reflected on the difficulties that ex-partners might experience when speaking to the police and several appreciated the sensitivities associated with triggering past trauma, particularly where the perpetrator was still in the community and the witness could justifiably be fearful of reprisals for supporting an investigation (PSCOT 3 & 4). Though we did not probe during interviews as to what exactly had informed those reflections, the influence of training and collaboration with domestic abuse agencies in Scotland is likely to have had an impact.

The effect of this more trauma-sensitive approach was also evidenced in police comments regarding victim engagement and credibility. Indeed, by and large, police officers in the English forces showed a greater concern than their Scottish counterparts with the risk that the victim themselves might be seen to weaken the case. English officers did express an understanding of the reasons why a victim would be hesitant or not feel able to support a prosecution. They also acknowledged that building evidence-led cases had been encouraged, with its use to be increasingly expected following criminal justice inspectorate reports endorsing this approach (HMICFRS, 2020). At the same time, they underscored that lack of victim engagement meant having to build larger and more complicated cases to support an evidence-led prosecution. Officers also expressed concerns about how victim credibility could pose difficulties where testimony was forthcoming, especially if the victim had substance misuse or mental health issues. In particular, officers observed that this could provide an opening for the abuser to attribute changes in the victim’s behaviour to such vulnerabilities rather than to any abuse, and failed to challenge such strategies with evidence that substance misuse may well be a coping strategy and consequence of abuse, as may mental health issues.

The difficulties with this may be particularly pronounced in England and Wales, where s. 76 requires evidence that the coercive and controlling behaviour had a specific impact on the victim. By contrast, police in Scotland were generally keener to recognise the importance of the victim’s needs in the investigation and prosecution, and to not see their participation as the ‘be all and end all’ of the evidence-building process. One police officer described their approach as ‘victim-centred not victim-led’ (PSCOT 1), for example, and underscored how this allowed them to continue to investigate the abuse even if the victim had disengaged. This, he suggested, was important since, if the police did not pursue further enquiries, ‘we leave them [victim] at risk and ... the state has a duty to look after victims of abuse’ (PSCOT 1).

Notwithstanding this view from police in Scotland, and the fact that the framing of DASA does appear to lend itself more easily than the SCA to evidence-led prosecutions, it was also clear that judicial participants in both jurisdictions shared a pessimism regarding the prospects for conviction in such cases. SHER 5 remarked that
‘the Fiscal, with all the best efforts … in the world, is struggling without the victim coming to court.’

Contrasting this with cases in which the victim is in attendance, that same Sheriff went on to reflect that where the victim ‘speaks up’ at court, there is

‘not a great difficulty for me in dealing with a case like that and being satisfied’.

This is not to say that Sheriffs were not also alert to the difficulties of testimony-giving – indeed, as SHER 1 put it, at trial it can be difficult for a victim to explain verbal and emotional abuse, since

‘the system’s so very much set up on the assumption that things happened at such and such a place on such and such date.’

Indeed, the Scottish Government recently found that victims reported that giving evidence had been distressing for this very reason, alongside lengthy questioning and cross-examination (Scottish Government, 2023: 26). Amongst Magistrates in England and Wales, victim presence and participation at court was also an influential factor, with interviewees remarking that defence lawyers can and will use the absence of the victim to their advantage, arguing it demonstrates that the abuse did not happen (MAG 1). In addition, other magistrates emphasised the importance of the victim impact statement to their decision-making after conviction (for example, MAG 4).

In line with the comments of police officers and prosecutors in the jurisdiction, the Scottish judiciary agreed that they were seeing extensive evidence gathering in the DASA cases that came before them, noting that this translated to more work for prosecutors and longer trials:

‘It has been very difficult for prosecutors, I have to say, because my experience of it has been that the police have taken very lengthy statements from victims, and prosecutors of course have to consider all, and … fairly regularly, multiple statements from victims, because we are talking about lengthy periods. I think it’s translated into much lengthier charges being prepared by the prosecution, and it has also led to lengthier trials’ (SHER 6).

Adapting to cases that require evidence of non-physical injury appears to have been particularly difficult. Indeed, one police officer in a force in England indicated that, in his opinion, the challenges involved in such cases meant that pursuing the offence was ‘pointless’ (Police 12). Judicial participants likewise expressed concerns about meeting the criminal standard of proof in such cases. For magistrates, they felt proving coercive control under the SCA offence was difficult ‘because it is so subjective’ (MAG 2) and that ‘trying to really be sure, beyond reasonable doubt, that it has taken place, … is tricky’ (MAG 3).

They continued to hold to the view that physical harm was easier to recognise than coercive control since police need to point to ‘hard evidence’ (MAG 5), and one Magistrate reflected that, since the cases that she tended to see still involved evidence of physical violence, there was a likelihood that other cases were not coming to court due to police or prosecutorial hesitance:

‘I suspect because the prosecution feel they won’t be able to convince us in court, unless it has got to a really bad state, and they’ve got some strong evidence of what’s been going on … we perhaps don’t have to deal with the more subtle judgments about is this controlling or not’ (MAG 7).
These responses add credence to the concern that the s. 76 offence is currently underused (Brennan et al, 2019) and that prosecutors are reluctant to charge it unless considerable evidence has been gathered. It also suggests that concerns prior to the legislation’s enactment that the offence set too low an evidential bar have not been born out (Burman and Brook-Hays, 2018).

It was clear in discussions with police officers in England that the interface between policing and CPS decision-making in implementing coercive control offences had at times been challenging. Officers suggested that there was inconsistency in prosecutors’ decisions regarding whether or not to pursue a section 76 charge, which left them unclear as to the evidential expectations and thresholds being applied. As one put it,

‘it’s not completely clear where the bar is set…I’d like to sit down with a CPS lawyer and say, what do you expect, what are you looking for in terms of evidence?’ (Police 6).

Another described pursuing a charge as requiring ‘a real battle’ with the CPS, querying

‘what more evidence do you [CPS] need to get on board with this? ... they’re very wary to charge coercive control’ (Police 8).

Of course, in the context of these findings, it is particularly important to recall that we were not able to speak with CPS prosecutors in the present study in order to explore their experiences of implementing section 76 and to obtain clarity on their decision-making criteria and process.

By contrast, in Scotland, police and prosecutors described a more comfortable relationship, supported by the existence of a Joint Protocol (2019), which they largely felt had improved collaborative working practices and promoted good communication. As Prosecutor 1 put it:

‘the whole genesis of the DASA legislation is built on collaborative working between prosecutors, the police and also, really importantly, the voluntary sector … we’re also helped by the fact we’ve had a joint protocol between the police and COPFS for a long time now. So, there was always a joint understanding of the importance of domestic abuse, but the fact that we’ve worked together so closely with the police on domestic abuse helps both organisations to almost jointly increase our understanding of coercive control.’

This is encouraging, but the successful implementation of DASA requires effective collaboration across all stages of the justice process; and there was a lingering perception amongst judicial participants that the prospects for proving a case to the criminal standard where there was no evidence of physical abuse were remote. As one Sheriff put it,

‘by and large [the abusive behaviour] will have taken place in private, certainly without many witnesses, possibly without any witnesses, and possibly without witnesses who might be regarded as independent’ (SHER 3).

Thus, providing necessary corroborative context to this required the gathering of additional and alternative forms of evidence (as discussed above).
Challenges & Opportunities in Acknowledging Coercion in All Contexts

Challenges undoubtedly remain, in both jurisdictions, regarding effective identification and risk assessment of coercive or controlling behaviour, and robust investigation and prosecution of offences as a consequence. However, our data also indicates that – particularly amongst those who have undergone specialist training in relation to psychological, emotional and financial forms of domestic abuse – there is a growing appreciation of the need for holistic understanding of the nature and severity of harms, and complexity of behaviours, involved.

Despite this, it was clear that, in respect of other contexts in which coercive control might be engaged as an issue, outside of the question of a perpetrator’s liability towards an acknowledged victim, participants had substantially less nuanced understandings of how to navigate the complexities involved. This often resulted in a tendency amongst participants to diminish the impact of such abuse on victims’ freedom and agency, even though in discussions around the offence, they had often emphasised its all-consuming nature in that respect (see Munro, Bettinson and Burton, 2023).

More specifically, when asked about potential connections between a victim being subjected to coercive control and themselves committing criminal offences, interviewees’ responses were often marked by a lack of confidence. Participants observed that ‘if they’re committing crime because they’re being forced to do so, you’d like to think that would be massively mitigating’ (Police 2) and assured the researchers that ‘it’s certainly something that we’d identify if it screams out to us’ (Police 5).

But without further probing, most engaged with this issue only in relation to ‘dual perpetrator’ cases, where participants emphasised that ‘you should never be arresting both parties…you should always be trying to establish…what has actually happened’ (Police 2).

Occasionally, this was situated alongside reflections on high-profile cases, the most often cited being that of Sally Challen, where being subjected to coercive and controlling behaviour was recognised as a mitigation to homicide (Burton, 2023, pp.159-165; The Guardian, 2019). Broadly, this outcome was welcomed, with participants lamenting doctrinal requirements tied to the proximity of threat or proportionality of response that did not accommodate the dynamics of domestic abuse.

However, the significantly more frequent scenario in which women who have experienced domestic abuse are convicted of low-level acquisitive or drug related offences was not raised instinctively by many participants (Prison Reform Trust, 2017). Third sector interviewees, often prompted by the unsuccessful campaign by Prison Reform Trust to create a statutory defence for victims of domestic abuse that mirrored the framework in place for victims of modern slavery, did address this issue (Prison Reform Trust, 2019). One remarked that ‘we hear it so often, how women end up committing offences just because of the pressure that they’re under in the relationship’ (Third Sector 1)

whilst another observed that

‘we have lots of clients who are coerced by the perpetrator to commit benefit fraud’ (Third Sector 5) and another confirmed that

‘we do see that … things like, you know, limiting her access to money so she can’t buy nappies or food for her kids and that causes either shoplifting or other kind of behaviours’ (Third Sector 3).

Such participants underscored the difficulties of recognising and responding to this using existing defences, and suggested there’s an ‘unwillingness to engage on such minor
offending’ (Third Sector 1) at both policy level and in the mechanics of professional criminal practice (see, further, Bettinson, Munro & Wake forthcoming).

These contributions stood in contrast to those of most justice professionals, however. Some insisted that this was simply not something they had encountered – as one interviewee put it:

‘examples like that, where complainers have been sort of compelled into doing certain things … [are] quite rare’ (Prosecutor 6).

Meanwhile, others acknowledged that such scenarios do arise, but reflected on the challenges they raised, both substantively and procedurally. As one put it:

‘you do often get these cases coming in and it’s hard to know what to do with them’ (Prosecutor 2),

whilst a police officer remarked:

‘we’re much more sympathetic to victims who perhaps assail a partner because they’ve just had years and years of coercive control and they’ve just snapped … Where I think we struggle to know what to do is, for example, where you might get someone arrested for possession with intent to supply and the defence is, well, I didn’t want to do it but my abusive partner made me do it … that’s a tricky one’ (Police 6).

Often these participants went on to point out that there are a variety of reasons why a person might commit an offence – ‘being in a controlling relationship might be one factor, but not the only factor’ (Prosecutor 4) - and that it was important to acknowledge a level of choice that remained with the victim to commit the criminal act:

‘it’s the same as if someone is an alcoholic, which isn’t their fault and it is a recognised illness, but you can’t blame every offence you commit on being drunk’ (PSCOT 2).

Indeed, as one Sheriff put it, ‘that’s a messy can of worms to start picking apart’ (SHER 1).

Many participants noted, moreover, that it was not only a challenging issue in respect of ‘genuine’ victims, but that recognising the effects of coercive control to reduce or absolve liability would be open to abuse. Several interviewees invoked the language of ‘a get out of jail free card’ (Police 8) in this respect. One police officer noted,

‘I could go on an offending spree and then claim I’m being controlled, and people will do this, we know that’s human nature’ (Police 1),

whilst another observed that

‘it would be easy for victims to say they’re a victim of controlling and coercive behaviour … we’d have to be careful with throwing it around willy-nilly, as opposed to using it in genuine cases’ (Police 3).

For others, the concern was less about widespread abuse and more about the appropriate stage in the criminal justice process for such context to be taken into account. As one police officer put it ‘at the end of the day, it’s up to the jury to decide….I just investigate stuff’ (Police 8); similarly another observed

‘that’s ultimately for the sheriff to decide…as police officers, yes, I use my discretion when I need to…but if crimes are being committed, we’re duty bound to investigate and report the circumstances … to then be brought before court’ (PSCOT 3).

Meanwhile, prosecutors noted that ‘our role is as a prosecutor, we see an offence, we will
prosecute it’ (Prosecutor 3) and reflected that ‘we would probably be quite risk averse in that situation...we would probably mark it for court and say we’ll see how it comes out in the trial’ (Prosecutor 5).

Though this may reflect the different institutional logics of the limbs of the justice process, it understates the overarching commitment to consider public interest.

What is more, as several Third Sector interviewees noted, even if mitigation is successful at trial, the victim-accused has had to go through the distress of the trial process. Moreover, while some justice participants highlighted the benefits of adversarialism, insisting ‘if their defence lawyer is doing their job properly, they can explain why it is that a person isn’t guilty or guilty but less so because of these various reasons’ (MAG 2), the speed and resource with which low-level offences are tried raises questions about whether an evidenced account of coercion will be put forward or even whether a victim will be able to disclose (CWJ, 2022).

Though some Sheriffs and Magistrates did indicate they would be sympathetic to arguments heard at trial about the impact of coercive control in precipitating criminality, it was clear that for many this would be unlikely to absolve responsibility - as one put it, ‘ultimately, they must know that they’re doing wrong’ (MAG 5).

Meanwhile, another judicial participant - echoing the problematic logic of the ‘why didn’t she just leave’ trope - emphasised the need to establish that: ‘there is no option for you to get away, go to the police, do something different’ and noted that it would not suffice ‘if you’re taking the view that continuing a relationship with [the abusive partner] is more important’ (SHER 1).

For others, its relevance appeared to be contingent on the perceived severity of threat - as one put it, ‘I think we’d probably have less sympathy for [coercive control] than we would the more serious side of things’ (MAG 5), which he suggested would extend to threats of harm to a child, dog or criminal damage - or the respectability of the accused.

One magistrate, for example, recounted a case involving ‘a lovely, lovely woman, who had been a fairly prolific shoplifter’ after leaving her home to escape domestic abuse. Noting that there was something ‘almost elegant about her,’ he reflected:

‘I suddenly realised this was a middle-class woman who had just hit really bad times...she was a criminal because she committed offences, but she wasn’t a criminal: that wasn’t her nature, but she’d been forced into it by her circumstances’ (MAG 2).

Though this recognition of coercive circumstance is important, it was far from clear that the same level of sympathy would have been afforded to the sizeable majority of female offenders who, alongside histories of abuse, navigate chaotic lives and social exclusion; and this of course reinforces the concerns outlined above about the precarity of victim credibility in this context.

Though in many respects very different contexts with importantly distinctive pressures and issues at stake, the challenges that many justice professionals encountered in recognising the potential impact of coercive control in precipitating criminality by its victims were also mirrored in their reflections regarding its role as a cause of suicidality. In contrast to the substantial evidence base that indicates a co-occurrence if not connection between experiencing coercive control and female offending, the scale of the relationship between domestic abuse and suicide is unclear, though widely drawn upon estimates suggest that it is likely to be significant (Munro and Aitken, 2018; Munro and Aitken, 2020). This has raised questions regarding the appropriateness of holding perpetrators criminally liable
when victims take their own lives, and while legal authorities on this matter are somewhat inconclusive in both jurisdictions, we used this to explore participants’ understanding of the issues at stake, in particular as to whether victims would be viewed as agentic in this context.

A clear finding here was the extent to which many participants, despite often working in the area of domestic abuse for many years, had never considered the existence and relevance of connections to suicide. Several interviewees, across all cohorts, were supportive in principle of the idea that there ought to be liability for perpetrators, given the inherent feasibility of the possibility that a victim might feel compelled to take her own life as a result of coercive control.

As one police officer put it,

‘I’d be supportive of that because…the coercive control that they’re under, that must feel like the only way out on some occasions’ (Police 4).

Meanwhile, another observed

‘if they’re the reason somebody’s decided to take their own life, I mean 100% there should be something, they should be held accountable for that’ (Police 11).

But, echoing what was an overwhelming view, participants went on to note ‘it would be a bloody nightmare to put together a case for that though wouldn’t it?’ (Police 10).

In particular, many participants expressed concerns about their ability to evidence the causal connection that they considered would be required, particularly when the victim was no longer alive to attest to it. While one Sheriff described it as a hornet’s nest’ (SHER 4), a prosecutor observed ‘if somebody is driven to take their own lives, there’s not necessarily going to be one factor which has led to it’ and expressed concerns about the potential to simply tarnish the character of the deceased, with defence arguments focussed on establishing ‘they were unstable, on all these drugs, they were constantly depressed, it wasn’t my fault’ (Prosecutor 2).

The challenges of this when conviction requires convincing a jury who may be apt to ‘oversimplify it, because they’ve not had those lived experiences’ was also raised by another prosecutor –

‘in principle and in theory, it sounds like something we should be considering, but in practice, it probably would be really, really difficult…for a prosecutor to say, for example, this woman committed suicide because she suffered abuse and that abuse was he didn’t let her go to the shops when she wanted, and the jury will say, well, hold on, I can’t go to the shop when I want to, but I don’t kill myself’ (Prosecutor 6).

Of course, it is hardly likely that the main or only manifestation of abuse precipitating suicidality a prosecutor would draw upon in a case that made it to court would be one grounded in a partner’s refusal to allow a victim to go shopping, and the choice of this example by the prosecutor is perhaps telling.

Moreover, while these participants were right to highlight some of the associated evidential difficulties in suicide cases, what is striking is the very high threshold for causation that they routinely invoked, suggesting a need for domestic abuse to be established as the cause of suicide rather than a substantial and operating one, potentially amongst others.

Alongside this, their typically staunch insistence that without a victim there would be no possibility of curating a compelling evidence base, sits somewhat uncomfortably next to their previous comments regarding the ability to gather information effectively from a variety
of sources to appropriately establish patterns of coercive control.

One police officer remarked, for example,

‘I just don’t see that we would ever be able to prove that…with such a personal crime….you never know what goes on behind closed doors’ (Police 12).

There was also a somewhat contradictory approach to potential sources of corroboration, particularly those relating to mental health difficulties which were identified by one police officer as ‘the best case scenario’ (Police 5) in order to evidence an impact of domestic abuse but by many others as a barrier to establishing a credible causal link to the accused’s behaviour.

While the majority of participants were thus supportive of, or at least interested in, the possibility of pursuing perpetrators’ liability for suicide in cases where evidential hurdles could be overcome, there was a small number of interviewees who were more dubious. For some, this was because they felt addressing it as an aggravating factor in existing offences would be more appropriate or because they considered investigative mechanisms outside of the criminal justice process (such as Domestic Homicide Reviews) to be more fitting. For others, it was because they felt it would ignore the responsibility that victims continue to hold for taking their own lives and be open to abuse.

One prosecutor we spoke to maintained that it was important to keep in mind that ‘ultimately suicide involves an element of choice on the part of the victim’ (Prosecutor 4).

A police officer, having observed ‘the problem you have with domestic abuse is that a lot of victims need to take responsibility as well for some of their actions’, went on to comment – with an apparent disregard of the complex dynamics of coercive control that participants pointed to when it was viewed as a solo offence -

‘on the flipside of it, if I lose my job tonight and go home and kill myself because my boss has sacked me…does that mean then that my boss is held accountable for killing me?’ (PSCOT 3).
Summary and Conclusion

Though relatively small scale, this research has revealed that there are a variety of opportunities and challenges in implementing the offences of coercive control in England and Wales and Scotland. The two jurisdictions have formulated the offences slightly differently, and this does make for some difference to how they are implemented, as well as some of the different evidential rules in Scotland. However, there are a number of commonalities across the jurisdictions; for example, the importance of training in shifting understandings and the significance of that training being adequate and regularly updated. Recognising and responding to coercive control requires a shift in thinking - towards patterns of behaviour and greater recognition of non-physical abuse. These shifts are happening, but the pace of change is greatest in specialist units and those who have received ‘gold standard’ training.

All the justice professionals we interviewed talked about the challenges of distinguishing coercive control from ‘ordinary’ relationships, where there is an element of ‘compromise’. The types of evidence required to prove coercive control are not, necessarily, photos of physical injury, but text conversations, bank records and disclosures that depict emotional and financial abuse. Gathering such evidence is time consuming and requires police, prosecutors and courts to bring a fresh approach, which still navigates the risk of victim retraction.

The changes in the law to incorporate a substantive offence of coercive control have contributed to the shifting of attitudes and understanding amongst professionals. The public understanding and awareness of coercive control has also increased, particularly perhaps in Scotland, due to awareness raising campaigns. Nevertheless, there remains little appreciation of the potential role of coercive control in causing victims to offend or to take their own lives, and little scope within existing legal frameworks to appropriately attribute responsibility to perpetrators in those contexts. Taking seriously the lessons about the invasive impacts of coercive control upon victims arguably requires more urgent engagement with these issues.
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